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In PPF’s work on civic engagement since 2007, often our primary audience was a wide universe
of “interested bystanders” arriving via search engines, driven by our SEO focus.

On high-traffic OpenCongress homepage, PPF sought to feature unique Blog content, appeal
for micro-donations, and highlight future projects, plus Cong. status dashboard.

Solution implemented: Site analytics directed product focus to user-friendly Search process,
from upper-right hand search bar, towards connecting new & relatively-lower-info visitors to the
issues in which they’re interested. UX best practice, generally, is to provide value at exactly the
point at which the user most benefits from it in the site flow. Provide explainers, context, and
intuitive guideposts towards what kind of information is provided, augmented by social wisdom.

OpenCongress’ unique value was in aggregating official legislative data alongside money-inpolitics info. OC bill pages received millions of visits, but visitor actions only counted among OC
users. The goal of Contact-Congress on OpenCongress was to enable advocacy with offices of
members of Congress, which were currently bottlenecked by webforms and captchas. PPF’s
Rails engine made it possible, for the first time, to email members of Congress for free from an
outside, non-profit website.

Issues addressed: Contact-Congress was an ambitious project, mapping and standardizing all
538 Congressional webforms and writing new open-source Rails code. In designing the UI of
the Contact-Congress Message Builder, there wasn’t sufficient budget for skilled designer time.
Solution: my programmer and I developed below simple message-composition UI, providing
handy access to all the unique info & relevant social wisdom available on OC. More than simply
delivering a form email stating, “I support/oppose/am tracking this bill”, visitor augmented
custom text by clicking at right to pull-in specific info, e.g. industry donations & user comments:

AskThem.io - a version of the “We The People” petition platform, for every U.S. elected official

Issues addressed: ran split-test experiments on UI with Google Civic Info Program - summary on “What prompts civic action” - for the new class of independent civic tech & democracy apps

Solution: homepage copy “Where people like you” (vs. simply “Ask Questions & get answers”)
somewhat reduced clicks on overall page, but slightly improved conversions on the Ask button.

Sample sizes are important – the minimum standard, from our research and conversations with
analytics practitioners, is A/B split test with a minimum of 100 conversions per competing page.
So for example, if conversion of the original page is 4% and expected conversion of the
alternate page is (say) 5%, a minimum of 2,500 observations per page would be advised. (The
gold standard is for this to be accompanied by a one-sided test of original with a reliability of .95,
but we didn’t test such for these experiments – Optimizely’s algorithms did a fine job
determining winners between the split test variations, and that worked for us.)

AskThem.io - question listing view - for browsing within a state by question title, topic & target
Issues addressed: AskThem sought to get questions over signature “delivery threshold” to
recipients by having users sign-on to multiple questions in their geographic area. But covering
every elected official at federal, state and city levels in one web app requires multiple clicks.
Solution: Any future UI for question-signing-on for AskThem will test a simple vertical stack of
questions to be up-voted - what Q’s lose in specific force, overall engagement would increase.

At right, sample UI redesign - sought to test on AskThem From NZ-based project,
“AskAway”, candidate Q&A
Reddit-like up-voting stack:

Councilmatic - email notification dashboard view on web app, for logged-in registered users.
Issues addressed: As OpenCongress did to the federal level, Councilmatic aggregates a huge
amount of city legislative data, much of which is extremely obscure and of no wide relevance.
Solution: Goal of Councilmatic free email alert features was to provide “push” notifications of
tracked items - out of the web app, and into a morning email digest, for ease of tracking. Frontend in Bootstrap, user logins with a Django plugin, legislative data from nightly Python scrapers:

Right, Councilmatic email digest
template, updates on tracked
items automatically sent in A.M.:

NYC Councilmatic - Council Member address lookup - UX for finding local elected officials.
Issued addressed: when PPF’s site launched, there existed no user-friendly site for NYC
residents to enter their street address and find their NYC Council member and district office info.
Solution: using geo boundaries from NYC open data portal & Bootstrap framework, build clear
address-lookup page that returns contact info for local Council member & dynamic district map.
Open-source code makes UI replicable for lookup of Community Boards, other elected officials.

Desired enhancement: display common-sense neighborhood names & district boundaries:

Sample of an answered constituent question on AskThem, by a leading NYC Council member

Issue addressed: greatest value AskThem can create is answered questions from public figures,
where previously none existed. Politicians, in turn, seek to highlight their responsiveness.

Solution implemented: feature answered Q’s on homepage, blast out to all registered users in
same state, promote to local political media. Generally, provide free embeddable HTML widgets.

Generally, I look forward to learning from Advisors as much as possible, as well as conducting
user research, community surveys & stakeholder interviews. My hands-on experience is in
WordPress customization, but I’m in the process of improving my JavaScript skills. PPF’s web
apps have been developed in Ruby on Rails (OpenCongress, OpenGovernment and AskThem)
and Python/Django (Councilmatic).

• For the past few years, I’ve managed in the workflow of collaborative Google doc specs —>
GitHub issues & milestones —> Slack check-ins —> Google Analytics & Optimizely. Any
project management tool works for me, happy to work with the best practices & workflow.
• I have experience in communicating my progress, challenges and metrics in ways that don’t
create work for my colleagues and managers - I know when to raise a prominent red flag, and
when to buckle down and use the full capacity of available tools to surface the best solution.
• I’ll work to get eyeballs opening emails and earn those first click-throughs to campaign pages.
• I’d welcome the chance to test funny graphics, attention-worthy images, and creative
messaging with the team. I’d be pleased to collaborate on ways to achieve its goals of
shareable content in the contemporary noisy media ecosystem. I’m very dedicated to being a
part of a diverse team and a supportive workplace culture.
Select Consulting Work
- Google Civic Information API - 2014 - conducted split test experiments on AskThem’s user
interface (w/ Optimizely & Google Analytics) to determine what prompts increased civic actions.
- SmartParticipation, Cornell University School of Law - 2014 - conducted stakeholder research
and interviewed clients as part of sustainability plan for public comment platform on regulations.
Skills

- Project and product management, partnerships, open-source & Creative Commons licensing
- Web development (GitHub), web analytics (Google), split testing (Optimizely), user research
- HTML (WordPress & Jekyll), CRM tools (Action Network), API specs, open data standards
- Non-profit fundraising, outreach and press; mass email communications and social media
Contact me: davidrussellmoore@gmail.com, (917) 753-3462. Thank you for your consideration;
questions and feedback welcome, more links & portfolio screen grabs available anytime.

